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IPM musings 

• What’s old – What’s new

• What doesn’t change – What needs to change

• Communicating and Messaging to our audiences
• In training for implementation and a better life
• In education of the general public
• In advocacy to lawmakers

• Vision of the future





• Technology drives the 

new millennium.

• Technology is in every phase of our lives.

• Recent lecture – Wes Bush of Northrup-Grumman.
• CEO, Chief financial officer, President of space technology sector. 
• “… when you combine the technologies that have come out of the 

defense industry with technologies from other industries and from great 
universities like KSU, together these have made incalculable 
contributions to the advancement of the human condition: the 
mitigation of poverty through the creation of whole new industries; the 
expansion of health care access to people whom, a few short years ago, 
would have had little chance for it; and perhaps most impactful of all, at 
least as the betterment of mankind is concerned, the democratization 
of knowledge by placing it at the fingertips of anyone with a 
smartphone or laptop almost anywhere around the globe.”

Technology 
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• “And this is where… (land-grant universities) come in — not just 
KSU, but all universities and colleges. Institutions like this have 
been vital in contributing to the development of this technology. 
And one of the primary roles of places like KSU is as creative 
disruptors. Traditionally, you do this by creating synergies that 
wouldn't exist if left to develop one by one — that's sort of a 
classic way of approaching it. In this manner, institutions like KSU 
help build the intersections between the technologies — these 
combinations that I talked about earlier that actually make these 
systems work. And when universities do it right, the fears and 
reservations associated with new technologies are often calmed 
and their potential gets socialized and made more welcomed in 
our lives. And the result can be an advance of the human 
condition.”

Technology 
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• Innovators
• Create new ideas.
• Sustaining innovation does not create new markets or value networks 

but rather only evolves existing ones with better value, allowing existing 
firms to compete with each others innovations. 

• Often incremental change.

• Disruptors
• Create businesses/enterprises, products and services that are better —

less expensive and more creative, useful and impactful — and scalable.
• Displaces an existing market, industry, or technology and produces 

something new and more efficient and worthwhile. It is at once 
destructive and creative – creates a new paradigm.

• Often radical change.

Technology 
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• Scouting is important!

• Scouting shows what

is really going on!

• Scouting assures wise management decisions.

• Some important issues:
• Scouting comes at a cost.

• Producers are operating on thinner margins.

• Producers use technology in every other element of 
their operations.

Pest Scouting 
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• Data Analysis

• Data Interpretation

• Ground Truthing?

• Rapid Response 

• Sensors

• Deployment

• Data Collection

• Data Warehousing

Photo credit (left): Constituent Works Outlook Series - The OUTLOOK 
Series focuses on the business value of technology which is driving that 
democratizing technological paradigm.
(right): School Pest News schoolipm.tamu.edu 
(Roscoe): John E. McDonald, Atlanta Magazine

http://schoolipm.tamu.edu/2015/07/27/school-pest-news-volume-14-issue-7-july-2015/


• Problems?
• Big Data

• Open Data

• Ownership of Data

• Cost of Aata

• How close are we?
• LGU development?

• Who Deploys?

• Commercialization?



How do we get there?

• … and where is there?

• … and what is it that we are getting there?

• Dream BIG!
• Build relationships with engineering, with clientele… dream together!

• Innovations and Disruptions
• Sensors/Sniffers – what are the signatures of pests that we can key in on with 

new technology?
• We need to bring technology along.

• To advance the human condition; To create synergies; 
• To democratize technologies; To quell fears and reservations.

• Two questions – funding future development & current implementation
• AFRI-CARE (not novel, not critical, not engaged) and 
• AFRI-Exploratory (not innovative enough).

Image credit: Central Washington University - Center for 
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Show me the money!

• … is IPM in crop budgets in your state?

• … what is that number based on?

• Money drives the farming (and every) equation!
• No profitability –> no production clientele; no consumer clientele.

• IPM Roadmap principles:
• Profitability

• Human Health

• Environmental Health

Image credit: BrandComet.com



IPM Roadmap Goals

Sustainable Food Security Goals

• What’s missing?
• Metrics

• Communication

• Probably other 
things too…

Crop Protection and 
Pest Management



Communicating IPM  

• Metrics and Evaluation 
• Can you prove your claims?

• Are you modifying your approach?

• Scale: large vs pilot/demo 

Image credit: ClipartKid.com



Communicating IPM 

• Collaborating with regulators
• Agribusiness vs ag production

• Corn bacterial stripe paradigm applied to School IPM

Image credit: (corn) – Tamra Jackson, UNL
(children): EECE, the College of New Jersey



Communicating IPM  

• Knowing your audience
• How to talk to growers and decision makers

• Selling the reason for doing it
• The right thing to do doesn’t wash in today’s paradigm

• Economics sells in a tight market

• Children’s health works for schools – if there is an economic 
justification.



Communicating IPM

• A unifying message – common measures

• IPM is one side of a coin

• ICM is a principle that allows all systems to work 
(better):
• Conventional ag

• Sustainable ag

• Organic ag

• Nuanced for dwelling spaces (schools and housing). 



A New IPM Network? 

• The goal of IPM in the competitive era was always 
to find new values, collaborations, efficiencies and 
leverage.

• Stumbling block of ‘competitive’…

• Collaboration should increase competitiveness.

• Everyone has to contribute to a collaboration.

• Perhaps… Common metrics provides an 
opportunity?



Commonality of Programming



A View of Collaboration
• Hypothetical 

webs develop 
from common 
needs.

• Programs focus 
on that clientele 
and intended 
outcome.

• Outcomes are 
measured from 
that common 
need and 
programming 
focus.Peanut

Corn/Soy

Wheat

Cotton



Avoid Alice’s Fate

Alice to the Cheshire Cat:  “Would you tell me, please, 
which way I ought to go from here? 

To which, the Cat responded: “That depends a good 
deal on where you want to get to.”

Alice: “… I don’t much care where –”

Cat: Then it doesn’t matter which way you go

Alice: “So long as I get somewhere.”

Cat: “Oh, you’re sure to do that, if only you walk long 
enough.”



Rethinking Evaluation

Course 
Correction

Evaluation Measures

Monitoring

Program 
Planning

Strategic 
Planning

Planning

Continuous 
Improvement

Implementation



Implementing IPM Measures

• How can we use measures to tell the story of IPM to our 
various audiences!

• What can we find that is overarching?

• What can we find that is meaningful?

• Can we identify five common measures that everyone 
will gather?

• Don’t forget tools are available!



Evaluation Resources

www.ipm.gov/LogicModels/index.cfm or 
http://www.ipmcenters.org/LogicModels/index.cfm

http://www.ipm.gov/LogicModels/index.cfm
http://www.ipmcenters.org/LogicModels/index.cfm
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Evaluation resources

Sample Surveys

Sample Logic Models



Evaluation Resources

(http://ipmimpact.ucanr.edu/About_Us/)  

http://ipmimpact.ucanr.edu/About_Us/
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Future vision of an IPM Network?

• IPM remains state-based.

• Broadly engaged in topics of state and regional 
importance.

• A network of networks – within and outside –
inclusive of IPM.

• IPM programs are collaborative and measure 
success.

• All networks are collaborative, synergistic and 
outcome focused.



Future vision of an IPM Network?

• IPM remains state-based, but linked more broadly.
• A network of networks – within and outside – inclusive 

of IPM.
• Networked predictive models, which requires...

• Front-end innovation.
• Capacity for big data.
• No fear of “Big Brother”.

• Greater adoption of community-based IPM…
• Community-based IPM works, but requires…
• Relationship
• Trust

• When IPM wins, end users/customers/clientele win.



Why Changing Course Matters

• Because IPM matters…
• Because IPM works…
• Because we believe in IPM…
• Because you need facts to tell a convincing story…
• Because we need to be convincing across our audiences 

to continue and grow IPM…
• Because we can’t get to the future by dwelling on today 

of today, holding our accomplishments tightly, and by 
being insular…



Thanks!

• For your interest…

• For your attention…

• For your friendship through the years…

• For your commitment to advance the principles of 
IPM and make it better for the people that use and 
benefit from it… 
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